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Abstract
Background: The pervasive, often inappropriate, use of antibiotics in healthcare settings has been identified as a
major public health threat due to the resultant widespread emergence of antibiotic resistant bacteria. In nursing
homes (NH), as many as two-thirds of residents receive antibiotics each year and up to 75% of these are estimated
to be inappropriate. The objective of this study was to characterize antibiotic therapy for NH residents and compare
appropriateness based on setting of prescription initiation.
Methods: This was a retrospective, cross-sectional multi-center study that occurred in five NHs in southern Wisconsin
between January 2013 and September 2014. All NH residents with an antibiotic prescribing events for suspected lower
respiratory tract infections (LRTI), skin and soft tissue infections (SSTI), and urinary tract infections (UTI), initiated
in-facility, from an emergency department (ED), or an outpatient clinic were included in this sample. We
assessed appropriateness of antibiotic prescribing using the Loeb criteria based on documentation available in
the NH medical record or transfer documents. We compared appropriateness by setting and infection type
using the Chi-square test and estimated associations of demographic and clinical variables with inappropriate
antibiotic prescribing using logistic regression.
Results: Among 735 antibiotic starts, 640 (87.1%) were initiated in the NH as opposed to 61 (8.3%) in the
outpatient clinic and 34 (4.6%) in the ED. Inappropriate antibiotic prescribing for urinary tract infections
differed significantly by setting: NHs (55.9%), ED (73.3%), and outpatient clinic (80.8%), P = .023. Regardless of
infection type, patients who had an antibiotic initiated in an outpatient clinic had 2.98 (95% CI: 1.64–5.44,
P < .001) times increased odds of inappropriate use.
Conclusions: Antibiotics initiated out-of-facility for NH residents constitute a small but not trivial percent of
all prescriptions and inappropriate use was high in these settings. Further research is needed to characterize
antibiotic prescribing patterns for patients managed in these settings as this likely represents an important,
yet under recognized, area of consideration in attempts to improve antibiotic stewardship in NHs.
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Background
The pervasive, often inappropriate, use of antibiotics in
healthcare settings has been identified as a major public
health threat due to the resultant widespread emergence
of antibiotic resistant bacteria [1]. In nursing homes
(NH), as many as two-thirds of residents receive antibiotics each year and up to 75% of these are estimated to be
inappropriate [2, 3]. This inappropriate use is in spite of
existing guidelines released by the Infectious Disease
Society of America that provide specific recommendations on how to evaluate and treat infection in NHs
[4]. As a result, NHs can serve as reservoirs for resistant bacteria within a community [3, 5, 6].
Although commensurate attention has been given to
improving antibiotic stewardship within NHs [7–10], little is known about the antibiotic prescribing for NH residents initiated in outpatient clinics or the emergency
department (ED). For example, although at least 25% of
NH residents visit the ED each year, the contribution
and appropriateness of outpatient antibiotic therapy initiated in this setting is unknown [11]. Recent regulatory
changes by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services, a center within the United States Department
of Health and Human Services that regulates NHs, now
mandate antibiotic stewardship programs in NHs [12]
and this raises an interesting dilemma for how to approach antibiotics initiated by outside providers. Understanding the burden of outside antibiotic prescribing
and what documentation is required by the NH to justify
ongoing treatment will be critical to guide future antibiotic stewardship efforts in this setting. As such, the
aims of this study were to characterize the initiation of
antibiotic therapy for NH residents by setting, infection
type, and antibiotic class and then compare prescribing
patterns and appropriateness between settings from the
NH perspective.
Methods
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symptoms of the resident. The decision to seek care for
a NH resident at an outpatient clinic or the ED could result from a wide variety of scenarios that range from patient or family member request to an acute change in
condition that the NH cannot manage to routine follow
up after a procedure. Most commonly this decision results from a shared decision making process that occurs
between the NH staff, the resident, the resident’s family
and the resident’s primary care provider.
All facilities were skilled nursing facilities located in
Wisconsin, a state in the Midwest United States. Four of
the facilities were located in Dane County which is the
second largest County in Wisconsin with a total population of just over half a million residents and has 19 NHs
[13]. One of the facilities was located in Rock County,
the ninth largest County in Wisconsin with a population
of 162,000 and 10 NHs [13]. The NHs in this sample
had a mixture of long-term stay and post-acute care
beds, and had an average of 106 beds ranging from 71 to
184. Four of the facilities had on-site nurse practitioners
during regular hours and none of the facilities had a formal antibiotic stewardship program during the study
period. While several of the facilities were part of a
long-term care system that provided assisted living, we
did not collect data in any assisted living facilities. At
the time of data collection, none of these facilities used
electronic prescribing and standard practice was to enact
prescription orders from outpatient settings without requiring approval from a facility-associated provider. We
selected facilities based on existing collaborations with
the study investigators.
A trained research specialist entered health record abstraction data directly into an electronic, standardized
report form in a REDCap™ database. In order to ensure
consistency, the principle investigator abstracted the first
20 records and no discrepancies were observed. The
local Health Sciences Minimal Risk Institutional Review
Board approved all study activities.

Study design and setting

We conducted a detailed medical record extraction involving all NH residents at five southern Wisconsin facilities who had an antibiotic prescribing event from
January 2013 through September 2014. Antibiotic events
were identified from NH facility pharmacy records. Outpatient clinic and ED health records were reviewed when
available. The location of the antibiotic start was determined by review of orders (which includes prescriptions
sent from outpatient clinics or the ED), transfer documents, and documentation in the NH records. These
NH facilities are required to document an assessment of
any resident change-in-condition, regardless of whether
they are transferred to another care setting. The
change-in-condition documentation in ideal circumstances includes a detailed record of the signs and

Participants

Figure 1 is a flow chart describing how the final sample
was determined. There were 1442 antibiotics initiated in
the sample. As our focus was on comparing antibiotic
starts in a NH facility with antibiotic starts in an outpatient clinic or the ED, we excluded prescriptions initiated at the time of discharge from an inpatient hospital
unit as noted in the NH pharmacy order records. In
order to focus on the most commonly encountered bacterial infections, we only included antibiotic starts associated with a diagnosis of LRTI, SSTI, or UTI. We also
excluded prophylactic antibiotic prescriptions as they are
not associated with change of condition documentation
and the selected appropriateness criteria is specific for
acute infections.
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1,442 Total
Antibiotic
Prescriptions
Hospital Discharge
Prescriptions
Excluded (n=595)
847 Antibiotic
Prescriptions

735 Antibiotic
Prescriptions for
LRTI, SSTI, UTI*

640-Nursing
Home

34-Emergency
Department

Excluded Antibiotic Prescriptions:
Prophylactic Antibiotics (n=47)
No Change in Condition Documented (n=34)
Other Infection Types (Total n=31)
-Dental (n=11)
-Ear Nose and Throat (n=13)
-Gastrointestinal (n=2)
-Misc. Gynecology (n=3)
-Other (n=2)**

61-Outpatient
Clinic

* LRTI: Lower Respiratory Tract Infections; SSTI: Skin and Soft Tissue Infections; UTI: Urinary
Tract Infections
** Lymph Node Enlargement, Mental Status Change

Fig. 1 Antibiotic prescribing event flow chart

Methods

Data analysis

Data extracted included setting of prescription initiation
(NH, ED, outpatient clinic), indication for antibiotic
(LRIT, SSTI, UTI), patient demographics (gender, age),
vital signs on day of prescription, symptoms, and antibiotic prescribed. Antibiotic appropriateness (yes, no)
was determined according the Loeb consensus criteria
which proposes a minimum set of clinical criteria (symptoms and vital signs) that should be present before initiating empiric antibiotics for suspected, acute bacterial
infections in NH residents [14].
For the purposes of this analysis, the 15% of patients who met 2 of 4 systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) [15] criteria or 2 of 3 quick
Sepsis Related Organ Failure Assessment (qSOFA)
[16] criteria were considered septic regardless of prescription setting. Although there is ongoing controversy about the optimal criteria for early sepsis
determination, SIRS is currently utilized in the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)
quality reporting measure, SEP-1, which mandates
antibiotic administration within 3 h of a patient
meeting severe sepsis criteria in the ED [17]. Without access to additional clinical records to enable a
more definitive determination about the presence of
sepsis, all antibiotic starts that met these definitions
of sepsis were characterized as appropriate. Failure
to take this approach would inappropriately penalize
antibiotic starts in settings with a higher relative
percentage of systemically ill patients who meet federally defined sepsis criteria.

Differences in the frequency distributions of baseline covariates by setting were compared via Chi-square test for
categorical variables and a one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) for continuous variables. Covariates considered for all statistical approaches included age, gender,
setting of antibiotic initiation and infection type.
Frequency of antibiotic use by class was calculated and
then ranked from most prescribed to least prescribed by
setting and within each of the three infection types. The
frequency of inappropriate antibiotic use by infection
type and setting was also calculated.
A multivariable logistic regression was then performed
to determine if any of the covariates were associated with
inappropriate antibiotic use. The analytic strategy for
selecting the final model was to investigate each predictor
to the outcome through a univariate analysis process.
After gaining inferences from the univariate analysis, interactions among the predictors were checked before proceeding to fit a full model. As the presence of sepsis
criteria automatically resulted in antibiotic prescribing being characterized as appropriate, it was removed from the
model due to collinearity. Since the interaction terms were
not significant, our main effect model was used as our
final model. All analyses are interpreted as odds ratios.
Data analysis was preformed using Stata Statistical
Software: Release 14 (College Station, TX: StataCorp LP).

Results
Table 1 describes the patient demographics and infection
type distribution of our sample across the different
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Table 1 Characteristics of nursing home antibiotic prescriptions by infection type and location
Overall
(n = 735)
n

NH
(n = 640)
%

ED
(n = 34)

n

%

n

85.2 ± 9.9

P-Value*

Clinic
(n = 61)
%

n

83.5 ± 10.4

%
0.006†

Mean Age, (SD)

84.8 ± 9.9

81.1 ± 9.8

Female

523

71.2

459

71.7

25

73.5

39

63.9

0.491

Lower Respiratory Tract

195

26.5

181

28.3

7

20.6

7

11.5

0.013†

Skin and Soft Tissue

175

23.8

135

21.1

12

35.3

28

45.9

< 0.001‡

Urinary Tract

365

49.7

324

50.6

15

44.1

26

42.6

0.394

Sepsis Criteria Met

109

14.8

99

15.5

5

14.7

5

8.2

0.327

NH, Nursing Home; ED, Emergency Department
*p-value tests for independence between covariate and location of antibiotic initiation
†
Significant at p < .05
‡
Significant at p < .001

settings. The mean age ± SD was 84.8 ± 9.9 years and
with a majority of females (71.2%). There was a significant difference in the age of patients treated by setting,
with slightly younger patients managed in the ED and
outpatient clinics (p = .006). The majority of antibiotic
prescriptions were initiated within the NH (85.2%).
Overall, urinary tract infection (UTI) was the most commonly treated type of infection (49.7%). Lower respiratory tract infections comprised a significantly higher
proportion of cases managed in the NH (p = .013) while
SSTI comprised a higher proportion of cases managed in
the ED and outpatient clinic settings (p < .001). We could
not calculate SIRS or qSOFA scores for 2.5% (n = 18) of all
subjects due to missing vital sign documentation.
Inappropriate antibiotic use by infection type and
setting is displayed in Table 2. Across all settings and infection types, 48.8% of antibiotic prescriptions were
deemed inappropriate. This included 58.4% of UTIs,
50.7% of lower respiratory tract infections and 26.9% of
skin and soft tissue infections. Overall, inappropriate
antibiotic use varied significantly by setting: NH (47.5%),
ED (47.1%), and outpatient clinics (63.9%), P = .048.
Inappropriate antibiotic prescribing for UTIs varied significantly by setting: NH (55.9%), ED (73.3%), and outpatient clinics (80.8%), P = .023. Inappropriate antibiotic
prescribing for skin and soft tissue infections also varied
significantly by setting: NH (21.5%), ED (25.0%), and
clinics (53.6%), P = .002.

A detailed representation of antibiotic class prescribing
frequency by setting and infection type is available in
Table 3. Fluoroquinolones were the most commonly prescribed class of antibiotic for UTIs (35.6%) and lower respiratory tract infections (34.9%). Cephalosporins were
the most often prescribed class for skin/soft tissue infections (61.7%). The ED and outpatient clinics utilized a
higher frequency of fluoroquinolones for lower respiratory tract infections and UTIs as compared to the NHs.
In our multivariate analysis (Table 4), odds of inappropriate antibiotic prescribing did not vary based on each increased year of patient age or by gender. Patients who had
an antibiotic initiated in an outpatient clinic had 2.98
(95% CI: 1.64–5.44) times increased odds of inappropriate
use compared to antibiotic initiation in a NH, when controlling for other variables. Overall, there was a significant
difference in odds of inappropriate antibiotic use by infection type. Patients with lower respiratory tract infection
had 3.41 times increased odds (95% CI: 2.15–5.40) and patients with UTI had 4.47 times increased odds (95% CI:
2.96–6.77) of an inappropriate prescription when compared to SSTIs, when controlling for other variables.

Discussion
Through this cross sectional study of antibiotic prescribing events for NH residents, we have identified important differences in prescribing patterns between those
initiated in-facility and other outpatient settings (clinic,

Table 2 Inappropriate antibiotic use stratified by location of antibiotic initiation and infection type (n = 735)
Overall

NH

ED

P-Value*

Clinic

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

359

48.8

304

47.5

16

47.1

39

63.9

0.048

Inappropriate for Lower Respiratory Tract Infections

99

50.7

94

51.9

2

28.6

3

42.9

0.437

Inappropriate for Skin and Soft Tissue Infections

47

26.9

29

21.5

3

25.0

15

53.6

0.002

Inappropriate for Urinary Tract Infections

213

58.4

181

55.9

11

73.3

21

80.8

0.023

Inappropriate use across all Infection Types

*p-value tests for independence between covariate and location of antibiotic initiation
NH Nursing Home, ED Emergency Department
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Table 3 Frequency of antibiotic classes prescribed by setting and infection type (n = 735)
Overall

NH

n
Lower Respiratory Tract Infection

%

n = 195

n

ED
%

n = 181

n

Clinic
%

n=7

n

%

n=7

Fluoroquinolones

68

34.9

60

33.2

5

71.4

3

42.9

Macrolides and Lincosamides

66

33.9

65

35.9

1

14.3

0

0

Penicillins and Beta-Lactamase

27

13.9

25

13.8

0

0

2

28.6

Cephalosporins

24

12.3

22

12.2

1

14.3

1

14.3

Tetracyclines

8

4.1

8

4.4

0

0

0

0

Othera

2

1.0

1

0.6

0

0

1

14.3

64.4

8

66.7

13

Skin/Soft Tissue
Cephalosporins

n = 175

n = 135

108

61.7

87

n = 12

n = 28
46.4

All Penicillins/Beta-Lactamase

26

14.9

19

14.1

3

25.0

4

14.3

Fluoroquinolones

16

9.1

12

8.9

0

0

4

14.3

Tetracyclines

11

6.3

8

5.9

0

0

3

10.7

Macrolides and Lincosamides

8

4.6

4

3.0

0

0

4

14.2

Otherb

6

3.4

5

3.7

1

8.3

0

0

Urinary Tract Infection

n = 365

n = 324

n = 15

n = 26

Fluoroquinolones

130

35.6

112

34.6

8

53.3

10

38.5

Sulfonamides

78

21.4

73

22.5

1

6.7

4

15.4

Nitrofurantoin

66

18.1

59

18.2

2

13.3

5

19.2

Cephalosporins

58

15.9

50

15.4

3

20.0

5

19.2

All Penicillins/Beta-Lactamase

27

7.4

24

7.4

1

6.7

2

7.7

Otherc

6

1.6

6

1.9

0

0

0

0

a

Sulfonamides
b
Sulfonamides, Metronidazole, Carbapenems
c
Tetracyclines, Metronidazole, Aminoglycosides, Fosfomycin

ED) for this vulnerable population. Consistent with previously published data, overall we observed nearly 50%
inappropriate antibiotic initiation for NH residents using
the Loeb consensus criteria [3, 14]. Although this study
was limited to 5 facilities in the state of Wisconsin, it
Table 4 Odds of inappropriate antibiotic use in a logistic
regression model
Model
n = 735
Odds Ratio (95% CI)
Age

1.00 (0.98–1.01)

Female

1.25 (0.90–1.75)

Location Antibiotic Initiated
Nursing Home

Ref

Emergency Department

1.17 (0.56–2.44)

Outpatient Clinic

2.98 (1.64–5.44)*

Infection Type
Skin/Soft Tissue

Ref

Lower Respiratory Tract

3.41 (2.15–5.40)*

Urinary Tract

4.47 (2.96–6.77)*

*Significant at p < .001

does indicate the persistent nature of the challenge to
improve judicious antibiotic use in NHs, even in the
setting of increased efforts by the Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) to address this issue [18]. Although the
vast majority of antibiotic courses were initiated within
the NHs themselves, nearly 13% (1 of 8) were initiated
in either outpatient clinics or the ED. This highlights the
need to consider interventions to improve prescribing
not only within NHs, but also when these residents receive care outside of the facility.
When examining inappropriate prescribing in our regression model, prescriptions in the outpatient clinic setting were observed to have nearly 3 times the odds of
being inappropriate. There were no increased odds with
prescriptions initiated in the ED setting, which is
consistent with results from several recently published
reports [19–21]. Although our data do not provide
insight into why the outpatient clinics might be particularly high risk for inappropriate antibiotic initiation, we
hypothesize it is related to the well-established challenges associated with diagnosing acute infections in elders [22]. Providers in outpatient clinics and the ED may
be significantly disadvantaged as they are often not
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familiar with a patient’s baseline (e.g. chronic venous stasis dermatitis mimicking cellulitis) and are not afforded
time to observe the individual’s clinical trajectory that
might emerge from serial examinations. However, ED
providers have universal access to rapid diagnostic testing which can provide objective data and reduce diagnostic uncertainty (e.g. chest radiographs and urinalysis
with microscopy). This finding highlights the need for
increased efforts to establish outpatient clinic antimicrobial stewardship programs based on the CDC’s recently
published guidelines for this setting [23].
Another potential factor in the observed setting variability is disagreement between medical specialties when
it comes to diagnosing infections in older adults.
Caterino et al. observed that nearly 20% of ED patients
admitted with suspected infection were not diagnosed as
such by the inpatient physicians [24]. Additionally, emergency physicians were found to over diagnose pulmonary infections and underdiagnose UTIs relative to the
inpatient team’s determination [24]. This important finding highlights the need for interdisciplinary collaboration
to enhance consensus in terms of diagnostic criteria and
appropriate initiation of empiric antibiotics.
In addition to setting, infection type was also significantly associated with increased odds of inappropriate
prescribing. UTIs increased the odds of inappropriate
prescribing by nearly 4.5 times, which is consistent with
prior literature highlighting the clinical uncertainty
which surrounds the diagnosis of UTI in elders [24–27].
The vast majority of UTI related antibiotics were initiated in-facility with lower rates of inappropriate prescribing as compared to the ED and outpatient clinics.
This perhaps reflects uptake of published methods to
improve antibiotic prescribing for suspected UTI among
NH residents [28]. There is also emerging evidence to
suggest UTIs are often misdiagnosed in the ED setting
resulting in unnecessary empiric antibiotic administration [29, 30]. A recent cohort study of elders admitted
through the ED to general medical services found that
62% underwent urinalysis at the time of admission while
84% of these patients did not have symptoms of UTI
[31]. Overuse of diagnostic testing, such as urinalysis, in
the ED has recently come to the forefront of national
discussions and certainly may play a role in the observed
overtreatment of UTIs in this setting [32]. However, any
attempt to improve diagnostic testing in the ED must
consider both provider and system level factors such as
protocol driven ordering of urinalysis in triage by nurses
prior to physician evaluation [33].
Similar to UTI, LRTIs increased the odds of inappropriate prescribing by nearly 3.5 times in our regression
model. This again reflects the diagnostic challenges
specific to LRTIs in the older adult population. Previous
literature suggests that nearly 75% of elders with
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pneumonia will not have fever and less than half report
cough, with increased risk of atypical presentations
among NH residents specifically [34–40]. Although the
Loeb criteria for suspected LRTI offers five distinct sets
of signs and symptoms to meet the minimum criteria to
initiate antibiotics, we observed high rates of prescribing
outside of these parameters. This is likely to indicate ongoing clinical concerns for atypical presentations among
this high-risk population. The vast majority of LRTIs
were managed in the NHs which is potentially indicative
of practice patterns informed by a published clinical
pathway that demonstrated similar clinical outcomes for
NH residents with LRTIs treated in-facility as compared
to those who were hospitalized [41].
Relative to UTIs and LRTIs, SSTIs had the lowest
overall rate of inappropriate antibiotic prescribing and
were therefore selected as the reference condition in the
regression model. This is likely because the Loeb criteria
for initiating of antibiotics for SSTIs focus more on signs
of infection which are readily identified by conducting a
basic physical exam as opposed to patient reported
symptoms [14]. Despite this finding, antibiotic stewardship in the management of SSTIs should remain an area
of great concern. This is emphasized by a recent study
reporting that nearly 50% of empiric antibiotic use
among NH residents with suspected SSTI failed to meet
the Loeb criteria [42]. SSTIs made up a higher relative
percentage of infections managed in the ED and outpatient clinics. Although the reason for this is unclear,
we hypothesize that NH residents may be sent to these
settings for advanced imaging if clinical uncertainty exists around the presence of a purulent SSTI. In addition,
purulent SSTIs often require surgical drainage for source
control, which may necessitate transfer out of the NH.
In comparing the classes of antibiotics between settings (Table 3), we observed areas of consistency and
variation in practice patterns. The most common class
of antibiotic used for UTIs in each care setting was
fluoroquinolones, with the ED having the highest prescribing rate (53.3%). However, the second most common class used for UTIs differed by setting with NHs
favoring sulfonamides while the ED and outpatient
clinics favoring cephalosporins. Interestingly, these results conflict with a prior report out of Canada indicating nitrofurantoin was the most commonly used agent
for treatment of UTIs in the NH setting [2]. Fluoroquinolones were also the most common class of antibiotic
used for LRTIs, with the ED having the highest prescribing rate. Cephalosporins and penicillins were the two
most common classes of antibiotics used for SSTIs in all
settings. The observed variability in antibiotic prescribing by class again points to the need for enhanced
bidirectional communication between NHs and other
care settings around local resistance patterns and best
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practice guidelines in terms of recommended first line
empiric antibiotics.
This study has several important limitations that we
would like to mention. First, this study was conducted
using data from 5 NHs in one US state which limits
generalizability. Local practice patterns vary which highlights the need for additional investigation into antibiotic
prescribing appropriateness for NH residents by setting.
The small number of antibiotic starts occurring in the
ED and outpatient clinic setting as compared to the
NHs is also a limitation. The small sample size may have
reduced our ability to detect true differences in appropriateness when present. Another limitation of this study
is that our reported inappropriateness rates are likely
underestimates because we did not assess the appropriateness of antibiotic selection or duration. In contrast,
although we reviewed all clinical records available at the
NH, documentation of care provided at outside settings
(ED or outpatient clinic) was not always available. Without reviewing these records directly, it is unknown if
additional symptom documentation or diagnostic testing
would have satisfied the criteria for antibiotic initiation.
However, our approach accurately reflects appropriateness assessed from the NH perspective based on all
records available to providers in that setting. The bidirectional transfer of information for NH residents treated
in the ED has already been highlighted as an important
area of focus to improve the quality of care in this population [43, 44]. Although this quality concern is not specific to antibiotics, the transfer of information that enables
the receiving NHs to understand the rationale for initiation of antibiotics is critical to support ongoing stewardship programs and enhancing safe transitions of care.

Conclusions
In conclusion, our report represents the first comparative analysis of antibiotic use for NH residents based on
setting of prescription initiation. Antibiotics initiated in
the ED and outpatient clinics constitute a small but not
trivial percent of all NH prescriptions and inappropriate
use was high across all settings. Inappropriate antibiotic
prescribing overall and by condition varied significantly
by setting. Overall, outpatient clinics had significantly
higher odds of inappropriate antibiotic prescribing, as
compared to NHs and the ED. Antibiotic prescribing for
NH residents that is initiated outside of the facility is an
important area for additional investigation and must be
considered in quality improvement efforts targeting antibiotic stewardship in NHs.
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